
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ENERGY AND LIGHT WORK OFFERINGS 

Crystal Grid Activation 
Good for activating specific frequencies 

such as love, peace, courage, etc. 
Distance/remote 

$55 
 

Energy/Tarot Reading 
30 minutes via phone 

$77 

Remote Healing Activation 
One 1-hour ceremony 

$88 

Home and Business Clearing 
Based on square footage. Please inquire 
for further details or to schedule a time. 

Starts at $111 
 

Clear Light Healing Session 
Remote, 30 minutes: $111 

In person, 45 minutes: $222 

Power Symbols Activation 
One 1-hour phone call 

One remote activation ceremony 
$333 

 
Ancestral Reconnection 

Reconnect with your personal, familial ancestral energies, as well as the powerful tribal forces flowing 
throughout the Gaiac grid and the collective Cosmic electromagnetic field. 

Three 30-minute sessions 
$444 

Monthly Guidance Sessions 
For existing clients, starting at $22 for 20 minutes, with more time added as needed, determined by the client. 
This is a flexible option for those needing further guidance on an ongoing basis. 

Personal Shopping 
Pricing varies depending on needs and budget. Items can include crystals, stones, statement pieces, altars, grids, 
jewelry, etc. All items purchased on behalf of client are cleared and then activated with an intention of harmony 
as part of this service. Please reach out to discuss your needs. 



Alyssa Taesun Lobit is an intuitive working with electromagnetic energy fields to access healing, through various 
light work modalities, including Clear Light healing, tarot reading and toning, to name a few. 

With a deep understanding of sacred geometry, gnostic information, and sacred technologies, Alyssa 
energetically activates, accelerates and multiplies self-healing in others. 

Alyssa is a certified Clear Light practitioner and descends from a matrilineal order of mudang (female shamanic 
tradition) originating south of the Han River in the Republic of Korea. 

A Sister of the Rose, Alyssa’s study of ancient texts and practices, along with current technology and science, 
informs her approach to healing. 

She understands that we are all healers. Her goal is to activate this power within all of us, for the highest and 
greatest good of all. 

Please reach out to schedule or if you have any questions. 

 

 May you be showered with 

Blessings and share your Light 

with the confidence 

of the Cosmos. 

xxa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IG: @lobitmoon 
alyssalobit@gmail.com 


